CHINA 2020

With over 15 years’ experience in delivering quality English
lessons to foreign students, KKCL is a reputable and wellestablished school with academic programmes as diverse
and fascinating as the students we welcome. For our junior
students, we specialise in creative, project-based Go Create!
courses. During these classes, students learn first-hand how to
participate in practical and stimulating projects in English and
improve, practise and activate their language skills at the same
time. From film making to design, news reading to debating,
interviewing to Shakespeare - there is something for everyone!
KKCL is a British Council accredited language school as well as
being a member of English UK, we are committed to the highest
standards of education and welfare.

The KKCL China Programme

History and Accreditation

KKCL China is a language and cultural programme
open to all students around the world to visit the
very best of China, from Ancient to Modern, a journey
like no other. Students will improve their English
and experience learning the language delivered by
professional teachers following the British teaching
methods while being surrounded by the fascinating
Chinese culture of the country’s bustling capital
Beijing to the modern vibrant Shanghai.

KKCL is proud to have been welcoming English language
students for more than seventeen years. Our flagship school is
located in a Grade II listed building in Harrow, London, United
Kingdom - originally a 19th-century village school house.

WELCOME TO KKCL CHINA
THE CREATIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMME
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We are accredited by the British Council and a member of
English UK and are committed to the highest standards of
education and welfare. KKCL has comprehensive welfare
policies and procedures - reviewed by the British Council and
safeguarding experts. Our dedicated staff will do our very best
to ensure the safety and wellbeing of your child. Students are
supervised 24/7 during the programme and carry a 24-hour
emergency telephone number at all times.

KKCL China Programme Overview
This is a highly experiential and interactive programme aiming
to challenge students to use their creativity and critical thinking
in English, allowing them to take the lead by guiding instead
of spoon-feeding them. Exploratory teaching and learning
approaches used throughout the programme, foster students’
ability to make connections between their existing knowledge
and unfamiliar content.
The programme is unique by virtue of its innovative approach to
teaching English via philosophy of East-West cultural exchange,
to help students become tolerant and well-rounded Citizens of
the Globe, who have the competence to think independently and
work collaboratively.
The design and the delivery of the programme have been
informed by the 21st century classroom principles and a holistic
approach to teaching and learning, educating students in life and
learning skills, emotional intelligence and cultural awareness.
Through encouraging students to make their own lapbooks we
help students develop visual literacy, to better equip them for
further studies.
We use a student-centred Task Based & Project Based teaching
methodology endorsed by the University of Cambridge, with each
school day offering a clearly defined tangible outcome, allowing
students to take samples of their work home and to share them
with their parents and friends. These include recordings, videos,
posters, and so much more.

For the purpose of authenticity, a wide range of situation-based
activities are used in the classroom, to practise language and
communication skills in realistic contexts.
Students learn English through interactive and creative projects.
This is an excellent way to encourage students from different
countries to communicate in an easy and natural manner. The
syllabus helps students improve their overall English language
competence, in particular, speaking fluency, with pronunciation
integrated into classroom activities.
We make every minute of the programme a teachable moment!
There is a direct link between classroom based learning
experience and places students visit during their stay, with fieldtrips embedded into the syllabus. By involving students in miniprojects, they play an active part in creating their own learning
process, making the excursions truly memorable.
Throughout the course, informed by an ongoing ‘needs analysis’,
the teacher will adapt the syllabus to focus on the language
areas the students are most in need of, maximising the benefit
of the course programme, and helping students develop their
general English through non-traditional and experiential forms of
teaching and learning.
By bringing Eastern culture, Western culture and English language
as the medium of instruction and communication together, we are
offering a highly engaging, unforgettable, educational, and fun
experience that speeds up the learning process, making students’
stay a once-in-a-lifetime experience!

KKCL BEIJING

IMPROVE YOUR ENGLISH AND EXPERIENCE A BRITISH STYLE OF
TEACHING WHILE BEING SURROUNDED BY THE FASCINATING CHINESE
CULTURE OF THE COUNTRY’S BUSTLING CAPITAL!

KKCL Beijing Highlights
>>

>>

Top quality English lessons from KKCL academic staff
sent directly from the UK. KKCL is a British Council
accredited school famous for their English summer camp
in London
Beijing, the capital of China, is a city with unique charm
– visit world class landmarks and magnificent sights,
including Forbidden Palace, Tian’an Men Square, Beijing
National Stadium and the Great Wall of China

>>

Learn around 5000 years of Chinese history and culture,
and enjoy delicious Chinese cuisine

>>

Looked after by KKCL Staff, all trained to British
standards

A typical week at KKCL Beijing Camp
Students attending the KKCL Beijing English Programme will benefit from top
quality English lessons delivered by native level teachers sent directly from our
schools in the UK. Students will participate in after-class activities together with
international and Chinese students, as well as visiting world-renowned cultural
sites such as the Forbidden Palace, the Great Wall of China, the Temple of
Heaven, the Confucian Temple, Xiushui Shopping Street, the Olympic Park, the
Beijing Zoo and traditional street markets.
Apart from the historical sites, Beijing is also a modern capital city. It has been
ranked as one of the top 10 cities of the world and is a global city on the rise,
leading the economic might of China. Students will have the chance to be
inspired by the night view from the Central Business District, enjoy delicious
Chinese cuisine and see pandas in the Beijing Zoo.

Programme Dates

13 July - 25 July 2020
25 July - 6 August 2020

Age Range
8 to 17

Location

Beijing

Accommodation

International School Boarding House

KKCL SUZHOU

VISIT THREE OF CHINA’S MOST POPULAR CITIES OF THE YANGTZE DELTA
– SUZHOU, HANGZHOU AND SHANGHAI. DISCOVER BOTH THE
TRADITIONAL AND MODERN FACES OF CHINA!

KKCL Suzhou Highlights
>>

Top quality English lessons from KKCL academic staff
sent directly from the UK. KKCL is a British Council
accredited school famous for their English summer camp
in London

>>

Staying in Suzhou, one of China’s most amazing gems –
the “Venice of the East”, most famous for its beautiful
nature, rich culture and traditional arts, which have been
added to the UNESCO World Heritage List

>>

Day trip to Shanghai, known as the ‘Oriental Pearl’, and
seen as the window to modern China, where oriental
charm crossover with Western cultures

>>

Enjoy visits to world-renowned cultural sites, including
Suzhou Lingering Garden, Hangzhou West Lake,
Wuzhen Water Town and traditional street markets

>>

Looked after by KKCL Staff, all trained to British
standards

A typical week at KKCL Suzhou

Programme Dates

For the third consecutive year, KKCL is proud to organize a unique experience in
China, where the west meets the east. KKCL Suzhou English Summer Programme
will include stops from the most popular destinations of the Yangtze Delta,
through the famous “Venice of the East” of Suzhou. By attending KKCL China
English Summer Programme you will benefit from top quality English lessons
delivered by native level teachers sent directly from our schools in the UK.

Age Range

During the excursions, you will visit world-renowned cultural sites such as
the Lingering Garden, the Hangzhou West Lake, the Wuzhen Water Town,
the traditional street markets, and will have the opportunity to take a selfie
alongside the stunning Shanghai skyline.
Your China experience will come to life through ad-hoc art and cultural
workshops, like pottery and painting, interacting with friendly local people and
learning your first words in Mandarin!

13 July - 25 July 2020
25 July - 6 August 2020

8 to 17

Location

Suzhou

Accommodation

International School Boarding House

KKCL Juniors

103-105 Greenford Road
Harrow
HA1 3QF
UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 3880 8333

facebook.com/kkcljuniors
twitter.com/kkcl_uk
youtube.com/KKCLorguk

Email: bookings@kkcl.org.uk
Web: www.kkcljuniors.com
KKCL Juniors is operated by KKCL.
KKCL is a trading name of Roxinford Education Group Ltd. Registered in England. Company number 6260864.
All marks and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

